MARY CZARNECKI
Marketing Speaker, Consultant & Coach

Strategic Marketing
Support To Grow
Your Brand, Impact
and Profits...
"Mary captured and retained our attention, despite a full
day agenda. She had great subject matter expertise and
knowledge. I feel like I'm walking away well-equipped with
tools and frameworks for my brand."
— STARBUCKS CORPORATION

SPEAKING TOPICS
MARY IS A RECOGNIZED EXPERT IN:
Brand Positioning
Audience Insight Development
Sales Funnel Strategy
Personal Branding
Social Media Strategy
Women in Business
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Competitive Analysis
Strategic Marketing

MARY'S SIGNATURE PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
1. Insights to Great Messaging
Participants learn to identify and use audience
insights to create a competitive advantage,
engaging content, and compelling marketing
messaging - resulting in greater profits and lasting
connections with their ideal customers.
2. Customer-Centric Marketing Strategy
This interactive workshop teaches participants to
master a best practice, 6-part strategic
framework that supports the delivery of powerful
customer-centric marketing.
3. Modern MarTech: Harnessing Tech To
Enhance the Customer Journey
This workshop provides practical frameworks and
tools to understand and optimize marketing
technology usage to enhance overall customer
experience & internal team collaboration.
4. The Brief: Roadmap To Great Creative
Participants will leave understanding how to
develop a well-crafted Creative Brief that
provides clarity and direction to focus efforts,
minimize frustration, and accelerate the entire
development process.
5. Creating an Irresistible Personal Brand
Whether you’re an employee or entrepreneur,
cultivating a personal brand has become more
important than ever. Effective personal branding
differentiates you and helps build trust with
prospective clients, customers or employers.
Participants learn the five essential keys to
creating a trusted, powerful personal brand.

ABOUT MARY CZARNECKI
Mary is a marketing strategist, speaker and consultant
with 20 years’ experience in brand management,
marketing strategy and business development with
Fortune 100 companies. She works with brands,
organizations and entrepreneurs to develop insightdriven, innovative sales & marketing solutions to drive
both profit growth and improve customer experience.
Mary specializes in brand positioning, customer-centric
marketing, audience insight development, social media
and digital marketing, and sales funnel strategy.
Mary is a Princeton University graduate, with a
Bachelor’s degree in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
she earned her MBA from the Yale School of
Management and a Master of Environmental
Management from the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies
Mary is a multi-passionate entrepreneur, marketing
speaker, Business Transformation Consultant, and host
of the weekly Facebook Live Show & Podcast, Sticky
Note Marketing.

"To make your message matter, enter the
conversation taking place in the mind of your
ideal customer. Meet them where they are now."

A CustomerCentric Focus

Over the past 20 years I've worked on campaigns that have made millions of dollars for
household name brands like Johnson & Johnson and WebMD, so I know getting your
ideal audience to KNOW, LIKE and TRUST you can be easier than you think, but only
when you have a strategic plan and know the right next steps to take!
I started consulting because I love seeing my clients create success using smart,
strategic marketing. Today I'm sharing how top brands win over their prospects and
turn them into brand advocates and loyal buyers.

"Successful brands build an emotional connection."
Successful businesses build an emotional connection with their audience. The same
principles I've used to build high impact (and, often, high priced) campaigns for the "Big
Brands" can be adapted to fit the needs of businesses of all sizes with great results.
Here are 6 questions to ask yourself to get started:
What informational offer of value and relevance can you share with your audience
and automatically send to prospects when they contact you?
Does your brand's "first impression" content quickly answer the top 3 questions a
new connection has: 1.) Who do you serve?, 2.) What problem do you solve?, 3.) Why
are you unique vs. other solutions/alternatives?
Once prospects want to learn more - can they easily access relevant case studies,
samples or other proof of your success with people like them?
Do you have an email drip campaign that acts to educate and inform prospects
about your unique benefits and services/products?
Are you creating engaging video content to build awareness and engagement with
your brand?
Do you have a loyalty program in place to engage and reward previous customers
and send them new information, increasing Lifetime Value?
Now you've got some new ideas to generate high quality leads and engagement for
your business - pulled straight from the marketing plans I've created for the "Big
Brands". But this is just the beginning! There are a myriad of ways to create authentic
audience engagement in a way that feels personal and creates an emotional
connection.

PRAISE FOR MARY
"The best part for me was the step-by-step guide to rethinking the way
we approach messaging. The ladder concept for defining our value then quickly and effectively communicating it - was the best!"
— ROB DAILEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CHEHALEM CULTURAL CENTER

“Mary’s experience & personable demeanor make her a valuable
resource. Her ability to bring fresh ideas to a brainstorming session &
help break them down into actionable steps makes her a powerful
asset.”
— LAUREN BARNES, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, DOBBES FAMILY ESTATE

"There was so much fir into a short time and with the group breakouts
it made it easy to stay engaged & understand... Provided great tools we
can use in future exercises. Good use of time - 4 hours was brief yet
content-packed."
— CASE CONSTRUCTION

"Really great tie-in between concepts, exercises, and examples. Mary
was very knowledgeable and engaging."
— ZILLOW GROUP, INC.

"Not only was the content terrific, but Mary did a wonderful job and really dug in to give feedback on using the
tools effectively. Good use of time, which is limited. Admittedly, I was not looking forward to losing the work time. If
future workshops are like this, I'd be happy to attend. Plus it gave tangible next steps for me personally."
— AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

"It was clear that I did not know as much as I thought I did. It has provided a great foundation for me to have
discussions with potential employees as well as peers. I loved the tools! Mary was able to really breakdown the
complex topic into very clear concepts. I highly recommend to organizations at all different phases of this journey."
— IKEA NORTH AMERICA

Let's Connect: Mary@MACMarketingPartners.com

LET'S CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION
WWW.STICKYNOTEMARKETING.COM

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/IN/MCZARNECKI

